Find parliamentary materials in the Central Library

Cumberland Street — one-way-system

Statistics, e.g. Health, Census, Yearbooks
Appendices to the Journals of the House of Rep’s
Hansards (Parliamentary Debates) & Regulations
Gazette

Statistics, e.g. Health, Census, Yearbooks
Appendices to the Journals of the House of Rep’s
Legislation, Reprints, & the Parliamentary Bulletin
Gazette, Supplementary Order Papers, & Bills

Tips

The Appendices (A’s to J’s or AJHR) are a collection of government-related reports from 1858—

Use the indexes and contents pages within the year-range you require.

Each type of report is identified by a ‘shoulder number’

- A: legislative, political, and foreign affairs
- B: public finance
- C: Crown lands, mines, forests, primary production, environment
- D: immigration, public works, energy
- E: education, welfare, and justice
- F: post office, broadcasting, communications
- G: Maori affairs
- H: miscellaneous, commissions of inquiry
- I: reports of select committees
- J: petitions

Hansards (Debates) are shelved by parliamentary sessions and year ranges. Use the index covering the period to locate volume and page numbers required.

Use the Parliamentary Bulletin to pinpoint dates of bill readings, SOPs and assented Acts. (from 1992 -)